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Impact of I-SEM on the Retail Market in 

Ireland 

Status Issued to Market Priority High Status Date 01/03/2017 

 
Date Version Reason for Change Version Status 

26/10/2016 2.0 Issued to Market Final 

08/02/2017 3.0 (A) Amendments needed for the following three additional 

MPDs  

 MPD 07 1.2 – New Distribution Connected Participant 

Generator 

 MPD 07 1.4 –Non-Participant Generator turns Participant 
 

 MPD 07 1.5 – Participant Generator turns Non-Participant 
 

(B) Revision of dates according to the  I-SEM Project 

Change Request JCR170  
 

Final 

 

Part 1 DETAIL OF DISCUSSION REQUEST / MARKET CHANGE REQUEST 

Requesting Organisation(s) ESB Networks 
Originating 

Jurisdiction 
RoI 

Request Originator Name Theresa O’Neill 
Date Raised 03/08/2016 

 
Classification of Request 

Jurisdictional Applicability RoI 
Jurisdictional 

Implementation 
RoI Specific 

If jurisdictional implementation is 
for one jurisdiction only – is the 

other jurisdiction required to 
effect any changes? 

N/A 
Co-Ordinated Baseline 

Version No. 
TBC 

Change Type Non-Schema Impacting 

 
Detail of Request 
Reason for Request 

Background 

 

CER’s Retail Market team asked ESB Networks in January 2015 to assess the impact of the ISEM on the 
Retail Market in Ireland. 

 
Whilst the SEM is to undergo a radical transformation arising from changes to European legislation 
designed to create a single wholesale electricity market across Europe, the intention of the RA’s I-SEM 
team is that there would be minimum impact for the Retail Market and for Meter Data Providers arising 
from the I-SEM. 
 
ESB Networks is one of the four Meter Data Providers represented at the I-SEM Metering Working Group 
and through that we have been considering the impacts of the I-SEM. Output from that forum is contained 
in this Discussion Request DR1182 
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Proposed Solution 

 
The Detail of the Proposed Solution is contained in the embedded Word document entitled ‘Impact of I-SEM on the 
RoI Retail Market’  which is currently at Version 0.2  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Scope of Change 

 

Jurisdiction 
Design 

Documentation 
Business 
Process 

DSO Backend 
System 
Change 

MP Backend 
System 
Change 
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ROI ☒ ☒ ☒ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
☐ 

☐ ☐ 

NI ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

 
Co-Ordinated Baseline Market Design Documents Impacted by Request 

 

Market Messages 

Message No. Message Name CoBL ROI NI

No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact
 

 

Data Definitions 
No Impact 

 

Data Codes 
No Impact 

 

Market Message Implementation Guides 
ROI Yes/No NI Yes/No

N/A No Impact Yes

 

 

Comments 
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Document Control Details 


 


Revision History 


 


Version Date Section of Document updated Summary of Changes / Reason 


V0.1 3rd August 2016 n/a Initial Version 


V0.2 8th February 2017  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


2.1.4 (added) 


 


 


 


2.1.5 (added) 


 


 


2.1.6 (added) 
 


 


1.2     Background 
 


 


 


2.     Specific Changes arising 


from the I-SEM 


(A) Amendments needed for 


the following three 


additional MPDs because 


Price-Effecting will not be valid 


from the I-SEM and therefore 


there will not be a need to 


update any Metering 


Responsibilities with Eirgrid or 


MRSO: 


 MPD 07 1.2 – New 


Distribution Connected 


Participant Generator 


 MPD 07 1.4 –Non-
Participant Generator 
turns Participant 


 


 MPD 07 1.5 – Participant 
Generator turns Non-
Participant 


 


(B) Revision of dates according 
to the I-SEM Project Change 
Request JCR170  


 
 
 
(C)  


 
Other Document updates since 


the last version are highlighted 


in Blue background 
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1.     Introduction 


 


1.1     Purpose of this document 


 
The purpose of this document is to present for Discussion at the IGG the impacts of the I-SEM on the 


RoI Retail Market. 


 
Note: At time of drafting , the detailed requirements of the Trading and Settlement Code and Agreed 


Procedures are not fully finalised within the I-SEM and should there be any further changes that 


impact on the Retail Market in RoI the ESB Networks I-SEM Programme will formally bring 


proposals to the IGG,  when the detailed requirements are known.  


 


 


1.2     Background 


 
The ESB Networks I-SEM Programme first presented at the IGG on 4th May 2016 with an 


introduction that contained the following: 


 


• CER’s Retail Market team asked ESB Networks in January 2015 to assess the impact of the 


              I-SEM on the Retail Market in Ireland. 


 


• The RAs and the I-SEM Project team have put in place extensive communications, 


consultations, working groups on sundry I-SEM topics. 


 


• They have invited Suppliers, Generators, and other Participants including Meter Data 


Providers etc. to attend and become involved. No doubt your organisation is represented at all 


relevant forums and is aware of the I-SEM programme of work and its timelines. 


  


• Whilst the SEM is to undergo a radical transformation arising from changes to European 


legislation designed to create a single wholesale electricity market across Europe, the 


intention of the RA’s I-SEM team is that there would be minimum impact for the Retail 


Market and for Meter Data Providers arising from the I-SEM. 


 


• ESB Networks is one of the four Meter Data Providers represented at the I-SEM Metering 


Working Group and through that we are considering the impacts of the I-SEM. 


 


• Currently there are some queries which are being worked through in that forum and are 


expected to be bottomed out during May. After this we will be in a position to draft any 


necessary Retail Market Discussion Requests and bring them to the next IGG/ReMCoWG. 


 


 


At the IGG on the 4th May 2016 IGG the following understanding of sundry key items was presented 


and which was reiterated at the following IGG on 29th June 2016: 


 


• At this time, No Changes are indicated to the Harmonised Retail Market Schema or the CoBl 


 


• D+1,D+4,M+4,M+13 Settlements will operate for ESBN for the I-SEM i.e. No Change to 


frequency 


 


• Need to concurrently operate the SEM and the I-SEM until the Re-Settlement of the SEM has 


completed 
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 No Meter Data will set the price in the I-SEM and so I-SEM will not need the Price-Effecting 


category 


 I-SEM Market Trials will run from June-Sept 2017 


 The Go-Live date for the I-SEM is 1st Oct 2017 


Update 8th February 2017,  As advised at the IGG of 11th January 2017:  


 A revision to the Go-Live date for the I-SEM to the 23rd May 2018 is indicated via I-SEM 


Project Change Request JCR170 as well as a change to the timelines for I-SEM Market Trials 


which will run from Dec 2017 to May 2018 


 


 


1.3     Items not considered in detail in this document 


 
As work progresses on the following items, further documentation will issue where needed and which 


will be progressed via the normal IGG procedures.  


 


 


A. The following are items which are planned to be progressed in detail at a later time 


• Market Trials 


• Cutover   


 


 


B. The following are items which are being discussed in the Metering Working Group which  have 


impacts for ESB Networks but not the Retail Market    


 


• SEMO changes to the Integration solution for the I-SEM 590MM  interface   


• Trading Day changing from 06:00-06:00 in the SEM to 23:00-23:00 in the I-SEM  


 


 


The following items are also being discussed however these are not due to the I-SEM per se: 


 


• Upgrade of ESB Networks Interface Mechanism for the SEM 590MM interface with SEMO  


• Upgrade of ESB Networks Interface Mechanism for the I-SEM 590MM interface with SEMO 


• Upgrade of ESB Networks Interface Mechanism with Eirgrid for the Import for Transmission 


Connected Generators  


  


 


C. The following are items which are not planned for Day1 of the I-SEM and will not impact Market 


Participants for Go-Live, however ESB Networks will need to consider from a planning 


perspective for implementation at an appropriate time after the Go-Live of the I-SEM    


 


• Potential requirements for the settlement of embedded generation  


• Implementation of Unit Types that are in the Price Effecting category in the SEM  but which  


               are not currently implemented in Ireland 
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2.     Specific Changes arising from the I-SEM 


 
This section sets out the details of specific changes needed to the Retail Market in RoI arising from 


the requirements of the I-SEM. 


 


The convention that is used throughout is that 


• proposed changes to Retail Market Documentation are highlighted in Yellow   


• additional notes for information that are not intended to be included in the Retail Market 


documentation are highlighted in Green. 


• text that has been extracted verbatim from current Retail Market Documents is in Blue  


 


Note: In general, where the Retail Market documentation currently states the phrase SEM there is no 


proposal to make a change to I-SEM. 


 


Update 8th February 2017: Sundry informational document updates since the last version are 


highlighted in Blue background 


   


 


2.1  No Price-Effecting Data in the I-SEM 
 


No Meter Data will set the price in the I-SEM and so the I-SEM will not need the Price-Effecting 


paradigm. 


 


Therefore certain processes and documentation will need to be changed and these are covered in this 


section 2.1   


 


See Appendix 1 which contains information on the current requirement of the SEM for the delivery of 


specific metered data on a 7 day a week, Calendar day, D+1 and D+3 basis. 


 
 


 


2.1.1 MPD 16 2.1 – Data Aggregation (currently at Ver 10.5) 
 


Section 3.13 Price Effecting Generation 


 


As-Is 
Where Distribution Connected Participant Generators have Price Effecting Generation they will 


not be sent 594 or 597 messages from MRSO. 


 


Replaced By 
For Aggregations for Settlement days up to the last day of the SEM (which is currently expected 


to be at M+13): 


 


Where Distribution Connected Participant Generators have Price Effecting Generation they will 


not be sent 594 or 597 messages from MRSO. 


 


The above will be superfluous for Aggregations for Settlement Days from the start of the I-SEM 


 


 


Note: ESB Networks and Eirgrid are currently discussing the management of the cutover of sites 


between Meter Data Providers (MDPs). This means that sites which are Price Effecting in the 


SEM may remain with Eirgrid as the MDP for a number of days into the I-SEM.  


 


Further details will be provided to the IGG when available.    
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Section 3.14 Price Effecting Import 


 


As-Is 


 


RA324 will not be implemented by SEMO prior to SEM go-live. This will impact on a small 


number of Trading sites with firm/non firm access calculations. Where Import data is Price-


Effecting, it is needed by SEMO on a 7 day week, calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be 


handling the provision of this data to the SEMO. 


 


This means that, from SEM go-live, MRSO will not aggregate the Import for these sites and 


therefore will not include the Import for these sites in 591, 595 and 596 messages to Suppliers nor 


591 and 595 messages to TSO, and will not include the Import for these sites in 590 messages to 


SEMO. 


 


Replaced By 
 


For Aggregations for Settlement days up to the last day of the SEM (which is currently expected 


to be at M+13): 


 


RA324 will not be implemented by SEMO prior to SEM go-live. This will impact on a small 


number of Trading sites with firm/non firm access calculations. Where Import data is Price-


Effecting, it is needed by SEMO on a 7 day week, calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be 


handling the provision of this data to the SEMO. 


 


This means that, from SEM go-live, MRSO will not aggregate the Import for these sites and 


therefore will not include the Import for these sites in 591, 595 and 596 messages to Suppliers or 


591 and 595 messages to TSO, and will not include the Import for these sites in 590 messages to 


SEMO. 


 


The above will be superfluous for Aggregations for Settlement Days from the start of the I-SEM.  


 


 


Note: ESB Networks and Eirgrid are currently discussing the management of the cutover of Price 


Effecting sites between Meter Data Providers (MDPs). This means that sites which are Price 


Effecting in the SEM may remain with Eirgrid as the MDP for a number of days into the I-SEM.  


 


Further details will be provided to the IGG when available.    
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2.1.2 MPD 15 Data Processing QH (currently at Ver 10.7) 
 


Section 3.6 Responsibilities between MRSO and TSO for Polling and Publishing Data  


 


As-Is 


 


Where Distribution Connected Participant Generators have Price Effecting Generation they will 


not be sent 342 messages from MRSO, instead, that export data would be available to the 


participant via the EirGrid website.  


 


RA324 will not be implemented by SMO prior to go-live. This will impact on a small number of 


Trading sites with firm/non firm access calculations. Where Import data is Price-Effecting, it is 


needed by SMO on a 7 day week, calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be handling the provision 


of this data to the SMO.  


 


This means that MRSO will send 341 messages to Suppliers and TSO based on the following:  


• If they are Transmission Connected Generators, Eirgrid will provide the QH import read 


data to MRSO.  


• If they are Distribution Connected Generators, ESB Networks will in addition to Eirgrid 


poll the import for these sites and will not get the QH import read from Eirgrid  


 


 


 


Replaced By 


 


MRSO will send 341 messages to Suppliers and TSO based on the following 


• If they are Transmission Connected Generators, Eirgrid will provide the QH import read 


data to MRSO. (moved up) 


 


For Aggregations for Settlement days up to the last day of the SEM (which is currently expected 


to be at M+13): 


Where Distribution Connected Participant Generators have Price Effecting Generation they will 


not be sent 342 messages from MRSO, instead, that export data would be available to the 


participant via the EirGrid website.  


 


RA324 will not be implemented by SMO prior to go-live (of the SEM). This will impact on a 


small number of Trading sites with firm/non firm access calculations. Where Import data is Price-


Effecting, it is needed by SEMO on a 7 day week, calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be 


handling the provision of this data to the SEMO.  


 


This means that MRSO will send 341 messages to Suppliers and TSO based on the following:  


• If they are Transmission Connected Generators, Eirgrid will provide the QH import read 


data to MRSO.(moved up)  


• If they are Distribution Connected Generators, ESB Networks will in addition to Eirgrid 


poll the import for these sites and will not get the QH import read from Eirgrid  


 


Note: ESB Networks and Eirgrid are currently discussing the management of the cutover of Price 


Effecting sites between Meter Data Providers (MDPs). This means that sites which are Price 


Effecting in the SEM may remain with Eirgrid as the MDP for a number of days into the I-SEM.  


 


Further details will be provided to the IGG when available.    
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2.1.3 Aggregation Briefing Document (currently at Ver 3.7) 
 


Section 5.1 Import   


 


As-Is 
RA324 will not be implemented by SEMO for go-live and this provides an exception to the above 


process. This will impact on a small number of Trading sites with firm/non firm access 


calculations. Where Import data is Price-Effecting, it is needed by SEMO on a 7 day week, 


calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be handling the provision of this data to the SEMO.  


 


This means that  


• MRSO will not be aggregating the import for these sites, and will therefore not include the 


import for these sites in 591, 595 and 596 messages to Suppliers nor 591 and 595 messages to 


TSO, and will not include the import for these sites in 590 messages to SEMO.  


• MRSO will send 341 messages to Suppliers and TSO based on the following:  


o If they are Transmission Connected Generators, Eirgrid will provide the QH import 


read data to MRSO.  


o If they are Distribution Connected Generators, ESB Networks will in addition to 


Eirgrid poll the import for these sites and will not get the QH import read from 


Eirgrid  


 


 


Replaced By 
For Aggregations for Settlement days up to the last day of the SEM (which is currently expected 


to be at M+13): 


RA324 will not be implemented by SEMO for go-live (of the SEM) and this provides an 


exception to the above process. This will impact on a small number of Trading sites with firm/non 


firm access calculations. Where Import data is Price-Effecting, it is needed by SEMO on a 7 day 


week, calendar day basis, and Eirgrid will be handling the provision of this data to the SEMO.  


 


This means that  


• MRSO will not be aggregating the import for these sites, and will therefore not include the 


import for these sites in 591, 595 and 596 messages to Suppliers or 591 and 595 messages to 


TSO, and will not include the import for these sites in 590 messages to SEMO.  


• MRSO will send 341 messages to Suppliers and TSO based on the following:  


o If they are Transmission Connected Generators, Eirgrid will provide the QH import 


read data to MRSO.  


o If they are Distribution Connected Generators, ESB Networks will in addition to 


Eirgrid poll the import for these sites and will not get the QH import read from 


Eirgrid  


 


The above will be superfluous for Aggregations for Settlement Days from the start of the I-SEM.  


 


Note: ESB Networks and Eirgrid are currently discussing the management of the cutover of sites 


between Meter Data Providers (MDPs). This means that sites which are Price Effecting in the 


SEM may remain with Eirgrid as the MDP for a number of days into the I-SEM.  


 


Further details will be provided to the IGG when available.    
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Section 5.2 Export 


 


As-Is 


 


It should be noted that import can occur on export sites and this will be normally reported and 


aggregated separately (i.e. as import). It should also be noted that as per the aggregation of import 


interval data the following new requirements for the settlement of the Single Electricity Market 


relate to the level of information required by the SEMO for export interval data.  


• Interval period in which aggregated data is provided to SEMO is Half-hourly  


• All Aggregated data for SEMO is provided in MWh and specifically not kWh  


• Generator data will not be signed, Import data is signed as negative (except where non 


participant generation exceeds demand)  


• The SEMO is expecting one daily file from each Metered Data Provider for each day’s 


aggregation process. MRSO will provide separate files of supplier and generator data to the 


SEMO.  


 


Exceptions to the above process will be Distribution connected Participant Generator Units which 


are dispatchable or controllable and therefore can affect the market SMP. These require their 


export data to be submitted to the SEMO on a calendar day basis for Price Setting purposes. As 


such, the following is the case for their export data:  


• This export data is handled by EirGrid for Data Processing and submission to SEMO for Price 


Setting and Settlement purposes on a calendar day basis.  


• This data is available on the EirGrid website for the Participant Generator to view.  


• The export data for these sites will not be contained in any 342, 590, 594, 597 message.  


• Where the Duos Group of this site indicates that it is an Autoproducer/CHP for DUoS Billing 


netting purposes, ESB Networks will, in addition to EirGrid, poll the export for Duos Billing 


netting purposes on a working day/week day basis  


 


Replaced By 


It should be noted that import can occur on export sites and this will be normally reported and 


aggregated separately (i.e. as import). It should also be noted that as per the aggregation of import 


interval data the following new requirements for the settlement of the Single Electricity Market 


relate to the level of information required by the SEMO for export interval data.  


• Interval period in which aggregated data is provided to SEMO is Half-hourly  


• All Aggregated data for SEMO is provided in MWh and specifically not kWh  


• Generator data will not be signed, Import data is signed as negative (except where non 


participant generation exceeds demand)  


• The SEMO is expecting one daily file from each Metered Data Provider for each day’s 


aggregation process. MRSO will provide separate files of supplier and generator data to the 


SEMO.  


 


For Aggregations for Settlement days up to the last day of the SEM (which is currently expected 


to be at M+13): 


Exceptions to the above process will be Distribution connected Participant Generator Units which 


are dispatchable or controllable and therefore can affect the market SMP. These require their 


export data to be submitted to the SEMO on a calendar day basis for Price Setting purposes. As 


such, the following is the case for their export data:  


• This export data is handled by EirGrid for Data Processing and submission to SEMO for Price 


Setting and Settlement purposes on a calendar day basis.  


• This data is available on the EirGrid website for the Participant Generator to view.  


• The export data for these sites will not be contained in any 342, 590, 594, 597 message.  
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• Where the Duos Group of this site indicates that it is an Autoproducer/CHP for DUoS Billing 


netting purposes, ESB Networks will, in addition to EirGrid, poll the export for Duos Billing 


netting purposes on a working day/week day basis  


The above paragraph will be superfluous for Aggregations for Settlement Days from the start of 


the I-SEM.  


 


Note: ESB Networks and Eirgrid are currently discussing the management of the cutover of sites 


between Meter Data Providers (MDPs). This means that sites which are Price Effecting in the 


SEM may remain with Eirgrid as the MDP for a number of days into the I-SEM.  


 


Further details will be provided to the IGG when available.    


 


 


 


 


Update 8th February 2017: Sections 2.1.4 , 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 have been added   


 


2.1.4         MPD 07 1.2 – New Distribution Connected Participant Generator (currently       


     at Ver 10.4)    https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-2-new-distribution-


connected-participant-generator.pdf 


Summary of changes : Steps 13,14,15,16,17 are no longer required.  


It is proposed to remove steps 13,14,15,16,17 in 2. Process Map where steps 13,14,17 are in 


the ESB Networks swimlane and steps 15 and 16 are in the TSO swimlane.   


Step 10 ‘Valid’ will flow directly to what is now Step 18‘Record Generator MP ID and 


Generation Unit Details’; both step 10 and what is currently step 18 are in the ESB Networks 


swimlane. 


 


 



https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-2-new-distribution-connected-participant-generator.pdf

https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-2-new-distribution-connected-participant-generator.pdf
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Section 2.1 Process Description It is proposed to remove steps 13 to 17 from the Process 


Description  


 


 


2.1.5       MPD 07 1.4 –Non-Participant Generator turns Participant (currently       


     at Ver 10.4) https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-4-non-participant-


generator-turns-participant.pdf 


Summary of changes : Steps 5,6,7,8,9 are no longer required.  


It is proposed to remove steps 5,6,7,8,9 in 2. Process Map where steps 5,6,9 are in the ESB 


Networks swimlane and steps 7 and 8 are in the TSO swimlane.   


Step 2 ‘Valid’ will flow directly to what is now Step 10 ‘Remove Non Participant Export 


Arrangements’; both step 2 and what is currently step 10 are in the ESB Networks swimlane 



https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-4-non-participant-generator-turns-participant.pdf

https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-4-non-participant-generator-turns-participant.pdf
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Section 2.1 Process Description It is proposed to remove steps 5 to 9 from the Process 


Description  
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2.1.6       MPD 07 1.5 – Participant Generator turns Non-Participant (currently       


     at Ver 10.4) https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-5-participant-


generator-turns-non-participant.pdf 


Summary of changes : Steps 11,12,13,14,15 are no longer required.  


It is proposed to remove steps 11,12,13,14,15 in 2. Process Map where steps 11,12,15 are in 


the ESB Networks swimlane and steps 13 and 14 are in the TSO swimlane.   


Step 8 ‘Export Arrangements valid’ will flow directly to what is now Step 16 ‘Set up Non 


Participant Export Arrangements’; both step 8 and what is currently step 16 are in the ESB 


Networks swimlane 


 


 


Section 2.1 Process Description It is proposed to remove steps 11 to 15 from the Process 


Description  


 



https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-5-participant-generator-turns-non-participant.pdf

https://rmdsie.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/mpd-07-1-5-participant-generator-turns-non-participant.pdf
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 Appendix 1  Current Requirement of the SEM for the delivery of specific metered data  


                       on a 7 day a week, Calendar day, D+1 and D+3 basis 


 
 


 


There is currently in the SEM a requirement for the delivery of specific metered data to SEMO to be 


made on calendar days, on a 7 day a week, Calendar day, D+1 and D+3 basis. 


 


 


 


The following contains the breakdown of data that is currently required for the 7 day a week, 


D+1 and D+3 basis. 


 


 


This applies to either a Distribution or Transmission connected site which is a Participant Generator 


Unit and: 


 


 Participant Generator Units which are dispatchable or controllable and therefore can affect the 


market SMP  require their export data to be submitted to the SEMO on a calendar day basis 


 


  They can either be “Price Makers” or “Price Takers” under the Trading and Settlement Code.  


 


 Note that Price Takers can affect price setting when they are dispatched for system security 


reasons away from their nominated profile (and therefore are ‘Price-Effecting’) 


 


 


 Any dispatchable or controllable Participant generators with non-firm access and where demand 


is registered in a Trading Site Supplier Unit, and which can therefore affect the market SMP, are 


required to have their import submitted to the SEMO on a 7 day  a week,  Calendar day, D+1 and 


D+3 basis. 
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ROI - Market Process Diagrams – MPDs 
Market Process Diagram 

Number Market Process Diagram Description Affected

MPD 7 1.2

MPD 7 1.2 - New Distribution Connected Participant 

Generator Y

MPD 7 1.4 MPD 7 1.4 - Non-Participant Generator turns Participant Y

MPD 7 1.5 MPD 7 1.5 - Participant Generator turns Non-Participant Y

MPD 15 MPD 15 - Data Processing - QH Meter Y

MPD 16 2.1 MPD 16 2.1 Data Aggregation Y

 

 

 

 

 

 

NI - Market Procedures 
Market Process Number Market Procedure Affected

No Impact No Impact No Impact

 

 
 

ROI Guidance Documentation 
Document Version Affected

No impact No Impact
 

 

 

ROI Briefing Documents 
Document/Paper Version Affected

Aggregation Briefing Document 3.7 Y

 

 

 

User and Technical Documents 

Reference Name Version Affected

No impact No Impact
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Part 2 - Performance and Data Changes 

Market  Messages volume, processing etc.  

Data 

Details of Data changes e.g. cleansing  

 
 
 

Part 3 - ReMCoSG / CER Approval 

Approved by 

ReMCoSG CER 

            

Comments 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


